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Finding the perfect chainsaw can be a pretty chain-full process.... (Okay, saw-ry for terrible puns we just couldn't resist!) There are so many brands and models and they all boast different useful but different features.  Depending on your industry and needs, you will look for different key features and specifications and you need to decide whether you want a gas-powered or electric
model. Whether you're a homeowner who wants to neaten up your garden and cut out some logs for a Christmas fire, or a professional in the industry looking for a great tool for work, we've sorted you out! These are some of the highest rated chainsaws we found. The best chainsaw This is an amazing lightweight electric chainsaw and is a great choice for cutting down small trees
and logs. It runs over an engine with a 14.5 amplifier and offers the strength and power of a gas chainsaw without hassle as you don't have to constantly add oil or gas. The automatically taut system ensures that the chainsaw does not tighten, and the rubber over-shaped rear handle ensures greater comfort and simplicity.  Automatic oil also adds extra lightness and constant
lubrication to the chainsaw. This model combines quality and great value and is an awesome choice to use in the home. It also boasts thousands of fantastic reviews and comes with a 3-year warranty, thus confirming its great quality. Lightweight Powerful Easy to Use No tips kickback Toad and less hassle than gas chainsaws You may use a lot of bar oil This lightweight gas-
powered chainsaw is a great tool for cutting wood, cutting down trees or cleaning yards. It's the perfect accessory for any homeowner with land to worry about.  The Torq engine is also able to reduce harmful emissions and thus is a great purchase for those who want to support the environment and use a more fuel efficient device. This model also has an extended warranty
agreement for those who buy Husqvarna ready-made mixed fuels and register their product online. The 4-year warranty is quite exceptional for a tool of this caliber and emphasizes the belief that manufacturers have in their product. This is a fantastic addition to your tool collection and while it's on the more expensive side, it won't disappoint and it will certainly last! Lightweight
Powerful Extended Warranty Efficient Fuel/Less Emissions There's no way to adjust oil flow This lightweight wireless chainsaw weight is a manageable tool that does the job smoothly and with minimal noise. If you are going to use a chainsaw in a residential area, then this is a great choice and will ensure that you do not get complaints from neighbors! And let's be faced with it;
You will have so much fun with this wireless chainsaw that you will want to use it all the time!  GreenWorks wireless chainsaw is a battery-powered device that uses lithium-Lon technology and you will not spend time mixing gas and oil. This tool combines simplicity and durability and is a great choice. While it may not be the cheapest choice on our list, it's certainly a great chainsaw
and boasts longer running times, higher power and 70% less vibrations to add to your comfort.   Related post: The best wireless electric chainsaws Silent without exhaust gases Long-lasting battery power Very powerful Potential bar oil leak Lightweight electric saw Remington is a fantastic option for those around home affairs and for all the small tasks of trimming limbs. It is
extremely lightweight (at just over 6 pounds) and is therefore a great choice for all strengths and opportunities.  The chainsaw also comes fully assembled and is therefore a fuss-free option that allows you to get to work immediately.  The oil button further improves its simple abilities and sprays the correct amount of oil on the bar.  The hand guard ensures that debris does not fly
on your hands and is therefore safety and comfort at the first moment. This is a great choice for those who need housework and want a simple maneuvering device.  It also sells for an incredible price and encompasses both great value and simplicity. Lightweight No assembly required oil button Not wireless Not for heavy lifting This is a great option if you want to cut branches or
burn limbs.  The black and decker chainsaw is battery-powered and the 40 volt of the lyt-ion battery improves the overall operation time of the device and its overall lifespan. The automatic oil system makes it even easier, as well as its wireless capability that allows you to easily manoeuvre the machine and enter hard-to-reach places.  The full wrapping handle is also great for
comfort and will allow you to cut from different angles and orientations. Long-lasting battery Automatic oil system is not for industrial jobs Echo 18 inch gas chainsaw is an excellent choice if you want to combine power and quality. It's a great choice if you have trees to cut down and don't mind working with a gas tool, as opposed to an electric one.  It has the power to cut through
hardwoods and is easy to run. Echo reviews with a chainsaw can boast of customer satisfaction and highlight its long-lasting durability. If you have large trees to cut down, or will work with heavier forests, then this is an outstanding and powerful device.  While it might be on the more expensive side of our list, it will stand the test of time and do those hard jobs! Long strip Motor oil
included 2 Stroke Motor Gas can be more effort than electric or battery drive Makita wireless chainsaw is a battery-powered device that is sure to be a hit with its great power and great reviews.  It has zero emissions and is much toned than the gas trade. You can use this on camping and around your neighbors without getting any This tool is also a great safety choice as when you
release the trigger chain comes to an abrupt stop.  This quick stop action can be the difference between minor injury and serious if you are ever caught in an uncertain position and therefore safety looms large with this machine. Powerful Quiet Zero emissions Batteries and charger are not included This electric saw is named as a 'beast' by some users and encompasses full power
that allows you to take advantage of its 18-inch tape. The clutch mechanism makes it a really safe option, and its ergonomic design creates a lightweight tool with balance and low vibration. Like some of our other picks, this device is quite quiet and allows you to know at all times of the day! The built-in sharpening feature is a fantastic addition and will keep your tape sharp and
ready to cut! The reduced kickback quiet powerful The Dewalt Brushless Chainsaw offers users tremendous power and exceptional battery life and is a great tool to use all year round, especially for landowners who need to clean their yards. The chain brake offers exceptional kickback protection and the device has an automatic lubrification system. Reviewers noted its outstanding
battery life, the fact that it can be fully charged in half an hour, and praised it for its incredible customization and safety features.  Although this is not a cheap machine, it is certainly an investment and will offer you hours of power and high quality. Powerful automatic lubrication Long battery life Quickly passes through oil Poulan gas chainsaw is the perfect tool for all those at home
that you should be doing. As the holidays loom, it may be time to invest. This tool also uses anti-vibe handles that work to relieve the vibrations of the device for added comfort. The air cleaning filter system also improves performance and lifespan. This is a great choice for those who enjoy working with a gas tool. Comes with the Oil Air Filter System A powerful chain can become
boring after overuse. Order add-ons. 2/ 10 The HandymanCutting family with a chain at the bottom of the strip is the most common and natural way to cut. The saw pulls slightly and is easy to control by maintaining a firm grip. Cutting from the underside of the branch requires you to cut with the tip of the tape. It's a little disturbing at first because the saw pushes towards you. But
it's safe as long as you're well prepared and adhere to all other precautions. However, there is one place on the bar that you should carefully avoid. This place, called the kickback zone, is the top half of the top of the bar. If the return zone comes into contact with something as the chain moves, the saw will start and return to you. That's why modern chainsaws are equipped with a
chain brake designed to stop the chain if there's a blowback. This is also why you should always maintain catch your thumb around the front handle. But the best defense is to avoid the kickback zone. The 3/10 Handyman Family Sharp chain cuts well with very little power on the strip, while the boring chain tends to ride in a no-deepening cut. If you force a saw to persuade it to
cut, the chain is boring and needs to be sharpened. Also, when the chain spits out dust instead of chips, it's time to grab the round file and sharpen the cutter. Learn more about sharpening a chainsaw to achieve superior performance. 4 / 10 The Handyman familyIs the most common chainsaw injuries on the thigh and left hand can be practically eliminated with only two simple
precautions. First, always wrap the thumb of your left arm around the front handle as you cut. This capture keeps the saw under control in case of a blowback. Secondly, when moving from place to place with the saw running, even if it is only on the next branch, always remove the right hand from the back handle and carry the saw on the side with your left hand holding the front
handle. Then, if you stumble or trip, there is no way that the saw engine can accelerate and start the spin of the chain. 5/ 10 Family HandymanBuy safety equipment and carry it. Special guys will often stop the moving chain and save your thigh. A helmet with a face screen and ear protection is an appropriate way to keep head, eyes and ear protection handy in one comfortable
package. Wear steel-resistant boots and long sleeves to protect yourself from inevitable scratches. 6 / 10 Family Handyman When sharpening the chainsaw, it is easy to get confused about which teeth you have sharpened and which you have not while pulling the chain around the bar. To prevent confusion, mark each tooth with a permanent marker after sharpening it. 7 / 10
Handyman familyYou know how much it costs to make an average repair of small engines? We don't either, but it's a lot! And a huge source of revenue for small engine services are engine repairs that operated old gas. Modern gas formulations simply do not last as long as before. And when the gas begins to spoil, it not only makes it difficult to start the engine, but also breaks
the entire system with chewing gum and varnish. So, if you keep gas handy to start a chainsaw, treat the gas with a stabilizer immediately after you buy it. This will save you big money on repair bills later. The 8/10 Gel-filled gloves that cyclists use are great for absorbing the vibrations of power tools such as chainsaws, sanders and lawnmowers. Photo: Aero Tech Designs, Inc. 9 /
10 Family HandymanAs you need to tilt a chainsaw (or lawn mower) to make repairs, here's how to prevent gasoline from running out of the engine ventilation shaft. Put a piece of plastic wrap over the opening, then twist the cap back. 10/10 Family handbook The risk of hearing damage is highest for those using equipment every day. But if you use a vacuum store, leaf blower or
circular saw without hearing protection, do permanent damage each time. And that's stupid because hearing protection is so easy. The goal is to reduce noise levels to 90 decibels. All forms of hearing protection – earmucks, disposable foam ear plugs, multi-ear plugs – are suitable for most noise. In addition to super-loud equipment such as nail framing and chainsaws, it is wise to
use both plugs and earmucks. Of the thessaries we spoke to, some preferred earmucks, others liked plugs, but they all said the same thing: I hated them at first – annoying, inconvenient, #&amp;%* annoyance. But after a day or two, I got used to them. Now I actually like them. I can't stand the noise without them. Try hearing protection, and you'll love it, too. Here's how to choose
the best hearing protection products. Originally published: April 11, 2017 2017
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